
THJ VISION OF SOHNAJH HORS

Lean, light of foot, bright-eyed, Som:*ath can be seen round the 
Santiniketan campus,but always in a hurry. He is always going 
somewhere like a man on a mission. And his work too has a missionary 
focus.

On a summer morning the world glows with sunlight, the flowers load 
the trees , the breeze wafts around a heady kind of perfume but in 
Somnath’s vision it is the spectacle of man’s suffering that steals 
the show. In his paintings and sculptures, in prints and drawings it 
is invariably the same.

This has been so since a lont; time. Since he saw the disastrous 
Bengal famine more than forty years ao; and behind it the panorama 
of rural poverty when still a youth. He goes over and over this 
ooseasively. In everything he sees he reads its gesture of trage y.

So in a crack in the earth he sees a dire menace. In fissures 
in the wall he recalls a gaping wound. Even his sensuous fantasies 
are sewn up in a skin of suffering. Lean bodies of men and women 
huddled in wan despair. With faces whose flesh sinks into the bone; 
wnose chests cannot fin enough skin to nide their hollow nakedness; 
whose eyes are sockets from which aeCL light has loosened out; mouths 
whose only voice is that of rattling teetn. Then the skinny dogs and 
bony cows and goats that keep them lan uid company.
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'hey do not repel our eye; they draw us in. His artistry gives 
each item its kind of appeal; tbe sharpness of bone, the tightness of 
skin, the deadness of eyes, the muteness of mouths, the limp inertia 
of the folded body. They entice the eye in and lacerate it.
Blood-shot it se-ks a world behind the world of flowering hedges.

There are loud pictures of suffering whose message passes over 
our heads like barked out slogans. Somnath's are different. They are 
insidious, they slip slowly in. Then they disturb us and shade into 
the didactic. We start thinking, what is this v/orld that we daily see? 
And run our hands on our faces. nd find that tae bone is only a
little below the flesh.
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